Feature diagrams are a popular means for documenting variability in software product line engineering. When examining feature diagrams in the literature and from industry, we observed that the same modelling concepts are used for documenting two different kinds of variability: (1) product line variability, which reflects decisions of product management on how the systems that belong to the product line should vary, and (2) software variability, which reflects the ability of the reusable product line artefacts to be customized or configured. To disambiguate the documentation of variability, we follow previous suggestions to relate orthogonal variability models (OVMs) to feature diagrams. This paper reuses an existing formalization of feature diagrams, but introduces a formalization of OVMs. Then, the relationships between the two kinds of models are formalized as well. Besides a precise definition of the languages and the links, the important benefit of this formalization is that it serves as a foundation for a tool supporting automated reasoning on variability. This tool can, e.g., analyse whether the product line artefacts are flexible enough to build all the systems that should belong to the product line.
Two Kinds of Variability
In SPLE, two kinds of variability can be distinguished: Software variability and PL variability.
Software variability refers to the "ability of a software system or artefact to be efficiently extended, changed, customized or configured for use in a particular context" [31] . This kind of variability is well known from the development of single systems. As examples, an abstract Java super-class allows different specializations to be used where the superclass is used; an interface allows different implementations to be chosen.
PL variability [14, 24, 21] is specific to SPLE and describes the variation between the systems that belong to a PL in terms of properties and qualities, like features that are provided or requirements that are fulfilled. It is important to understand that defining PL variability, i.e., determining what should vary between the systems in a PL and what should not, is an explicit decision of product management (see [21, 24] ). As an example, product management might have decided that the mobile phones of their PL should either offer the GSM or the UMTS protocol.
A challenging task in SPLE is to map the PL variability to software variability. This means that the reusable artefacts from which the systems of the PL are built (called the core assets, which constitute the PL platform [24] ) should be constructed flexibly enough to allow for efficiently and effectively building those systems [18, 26] . This problem can be seen as an instance, in the SPLE context, of the problem of relating requirements to design. The decisions to be made are crucial and mutually influence each other: which systems to offer as part of the PL (i.e., what the scope of the PL should be [26] ), and how to design the reusable artefacts to support this scope [21] .
A lack of flexibility in the reusable artefacts, or a scope that lacks awareness of the technical realizability, can severely undermine the SPLE process. At best, timeconsuming and expensive changes of the reusable artefacts or the scope will be required. Therefore, it is essential to ensure that PL variability and software variability are consistent from the beginning. But since all changes cannot be anticipated, co-evolution of both variabilities over time should be facilitated too.
Documenting Variability
To make product management decisions and design decisions concerning variability explicit, thus allowing, e.g., reasoning on variability and identifying inconsistencies, this variability must be documented. To this end, Feature Diagrams (FD) are widely used in SPLE. An example is shown in the upper part of Fig. 1 . Generally, a FD is a tree or a DAG 1 that serves as a compact representation of all valid combinations of its nodes, usually called features. A formal semantics of FDs can be devised by considering nonleaf nodes as Boolean formulae over their descendants (see Sect. 4.1).
However, a formal semantics turns out to be insufficient to dissipate all ambiguities. We studied 22 FDs from the research literature (see [23] ) as well as FDs that were developed in industry (see [11] ). We observed that FDs are used for different purposes. In some cases [15, 29, 9] , FDs seem to be used for documenting software variability; in others [20, 21, 22, 5] they are mostly used for documenting PL variability. This had to be guessed from the context as it did not appear explicitly whether the FD is about product management decisions, about the flexibility of the PL platform, or about both.
If the two kinds of variability are not both explicitly documented and distinguished, assessing their consistency is difficult, especially when models become large and complex [4] . In this case, automated assistance to variability analysis becomes paramount, but is of limited use if the interpretation of the models is unclear.
Our Approach
Automated analysis of both kinds of variability is the goal we pursue in this paper. We build on previous proposals to document PL variability and software variability in separate variability models and to interrelate them (see Sect. 2.1). 1 
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Starting from this separation of concerns, we formalize the syntax and semantics of those two kinds of variability models as well as the cross-links between them. We thus make all variability models amenable to automatic analysis, both separately and altogether. Based on this formalization, we devise and automate a set of checks. These deliver results that are straightforward for the stakeholders to interpret, like whether all planned systems of the PL can be realized, or whether the flexibility of the reusable artefacts is useful.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. After discussing related work (Sect. 2), the details on how we separate PL variability from software variability are presented (Sect. 3). The formalization of the variability models and their relationships follow in Sect. 4. Based on this formalization useful checks are defined in Sect. 5. Sect. 6 explains how tool support is achieved. The approach is applied to a comprehensive example in Sect. 7.
State of the Art

Separation of Concerns
Variability is a concern that affects all the core assets of the PL platform. Those assets typically comprise requirements models (e.g., use case diagrams), architectural models (like component diagrams) or test models. In the context of SPLE, these models are called base models [7] . Some authors have proposed extending the base model languages with constructs for documenting variability [17] . However, since variability is a cross-cutting concern that spans all base models, others have proposed to represent it separately from those models. This marks a first progress in separation of concerns.
In FORM FDs [20, 21, 22] "implemented by" links between various layers of feature refinements have been introduced that connect the top-most "capability" layer (PL variability) to the down-most "implementation technique" layer (software variability).
Other authors proposed to relate FDs to base models by specific traceability links or inclusion rules. Sinnema et al. propose a dedicated variability view, which shows the variability provided by the PL base models. Czarnecki et al. [15] propose FDs to document the valid combinations of features and to relate those diagrams to UML model templates. Similarly, Dhungana et al. [16] suggest relating variability models to base models. All these proposals rather focussed on separating the documentation of software variability from the base models.
Another series of work focussed on separately documenting PL variability. Those authors have favoured other notations than FDs. Bachmann et al. [3] are amongst the first ones to propose modelling PL variability separate from the base models by introducing a conceptual model for variability. Becker [8] suggests an XML-based variability modelling language. John et al. [18] propose the concept of variability dimension to separate variability-related aspects from the base models and they suggest to document the variability of the PL in decision tables [2] . Bayer et al. [7] have presented a detailed meta-model of PL variability concepts, which subsumes earlier efforts. In our previous work, we have developed the OVM approach to document PL variability in graphical models (see [24, 12] ) and to relate those models to the base models. Also, we have related OVMs to FDs (see [11, 13] ) to eliminate specific deficits of FDs observed in the automotive industry.
Our contribution is a formal and concise approach for separating PL variability and software variability, thereby enabling automatic analysis.
Formal Semantics and Reasoning
Variability modelling languages have been studied since more than 15 years [19] . Only recently researchers have devoted their attention to the semantic foundations of those languages (see e.g., [25, 15, 1] ). Their work has focused on FDs.
Our recent surveys [27, 28] showed that this research was still fragmented. To formalise, compare and automate FD languages, we introduced a systematic technique based on FFDs (Free FDs, recalled in Sect. 4.1). FFDs are a generic formalisation of the syntax and semantics of FDs. In [27, 28] , most popular FD languages were (re)defined on top of FFD and compared according to formally defined criteria: expressiveness, embeddability, succinctness and complexity. A major outcome of this survey was that VFD, a specific FD dialect, obtained the best ranking on most criteria. We thus suggested to develop reasoning tools based on VFD.
Currently, the most advanced FD reasoning tools [5, 9] use off-the-shelf solvers (SAT, BDD and CSP solvers) to automate various reasoning tasks, e.g., checking satisfiability, detecting "dead" features, computing commonality, etc. (see Sect. 5). The various solvers have varying degrees of performance and coverage wrt. those tasks [10, 4] .
In this paper, we follow the SAT approach since, as we will see, our analyses are largely amenable to propositional logic satisfiability problems. To be able to deal with most FD languages, we use VFD. In [28] , we showed that VFD is expressively complete, and that most common FD languages can be easily and efficiently translated into it. More precisely, we will use VFD extended with textual constraints (VFD + , see Sect. 4.1) as a pivot language for FD and OVM. VFD + allows for simpler mappings than VFD, and more efficient handling of models by SAT solvers [28] .
As far as we know, formal reasoning has not yet been used for analysing the consistency between PL and software variability. A related but different approach was recently proposed in [15] to check that no ill-formed base models can be derived from a model template, given a correct FD configuration. The well-formedness OCL rules of the templates and the linked FD are mapped to propositional formulae (similarly to [5] ). These are then fed into a SAT solver. This approach nicely complements ours, as it makes sure that the FDs are a correct abstraction of the software variability realized in the base models.
Separating Product Line Variability and Software Variability
To separate PL variability from software variability, we propose using OVMs to document PL variability and FDs to document software variability. We have chosen Orthogonal Variability Models (OVMs, see Sect. 2.1) as they offer a concrete, graphical syntax and tool support 2 . We decided to employ FDs, because they are a popular notation and most of the proposals for documenting software variability use them (see Sect.
2.1).
A formal definition of OVMs and FDs is given in Sect. 4. Here, we briefly recall the concepts of those models and explain how we interrelate them. Fig. 1 illustrates our approach. Online Store
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Figure 1. Separated Variability Documentation
In an OVM [24, 12] , a variation point (VP) documents a variable item. A variant documents the possible instances of a variable item and is thus related to a VP. Both VPs and variants can be either optional or mandatory (shown graphically by solid resp. dashed lines). A mandatory VP (like VP1 in Fig. 1 ) must always be bound, i.e., variants of that VP must always be chosen. An optional VP does not have to be bound. Mandatory variants must be chosen whenever their VP is bound. Optional variants (V1, V2 and V3 in the example) can, but do not have to be chosen. Optional variants can be grouped into alternative choices. The variants that can be chosen from an alternative choice are constrained by the cardinality given as min..max. Further constraints between variants, between VPs and between variants and VPs can be defined graphically: An exclude constraint specifies a mutual exclusion; e.g., if a variant excludes an optional VP, the VP may not be bound whenever the variant is chosen, and vice versa. A requires constraint specifies an implication; e.g., in Fig. 1 , V3 must be chosen whenever V2 has been chosen.
In a FD, features are hierarchically organized, i.e., each feature can be decomposed into sub-features. In FORM diagrams [20] (like the one in Fig. 1 ), there can be mandatory features, which must be selected if their parent feature has been selected (e.g., feature f3), optional features (topped with a hollow circle, like f4), or alternative features (in the example, either f1 or f2 must be chosen).
Please note that in order to have a clear terminology throughout the paper, the systems that can be built from the PL platform will be called products to distinguish them from PL members, which are the systems that have been defined by product management to be built. This implies that products are specified by the FDs and PL members by the OVMs.
To express how PL variability is realized by software variability, variants in an OVM are related to features in the FD through X-links (cross-model links 3 ). Whenever a variant is chosen for a PL member, all features that are x-linked to this variant must be contained in the product that is built from the PL platform. Additionally, whenever an x-linked feature is contained in a product, at least one of its x-linked variants must have been chosen for the PL member, i.e., features related to the OVM via X-links must be justified by variants. This reflects a typical concern in SPLE practice not to deliver more features in a PL member than actually paid for by the customer. In addition to variant-specific Xlinks, global X-links can be defined which imply that the feature is always included (e.g., see f4 in Fig. 1) .
When analysing the variability of the on-line store PL, two inconsistencies between PL variability and software variability have been uncovered:
• Realizing features f1 and f2 as alternatives conflicts with PL variability, because variants V1 and V2 can be combined without any constraint.
• Feature f3 is realized as a commonality in the PL platform. However, f3 should only be contained in a product when V3 is chosen.
In general, those kinds of inconsistencies can be resolved by modifying the PL platform so as to support the desired PL variability, or by altering the set of PL members, i.e., by changing the scope of the PL.
Formalization
We start this section by defining VFD + , our pivot language. Then, translations of FD, OVM and X-links to VFD + are explained. The reasoning possibilities on the resulting VFD + are explained in Sect. 5.
Formalizing Feature Diagrams
VFD + is based on FFD. FFD [28, 27] is a parametric construct designed to define the syntax and semantics of FODA-inspired FD languages in a generic way. Its abstract syntax (L F F D ) has 4 parameters reflecting the 4 syntactic 'variation points' we observed among languages: (1) the graph type (TREE or DAG), (2) the types of Boolean operators used (and, xor, or, card,. . . ), (3) what kind of additional graphical constraint types are used 4 , and (4) the additional textual constraint language 5 . In [28, 27] , we have defined most common FD dialects on top of FFD.
The abstract syntax of our pivot language is L V F D + = L F F D (DAG, card, ∅, B(P F )). Thus, VFD + s are DAGs (i.e. can be trees, but do not have to). They use only one type of Boolean operator viz. card, which denotes the set of operators of the form card s [i..j]. These were suggested in [25] and subsume all commonly used operators (or, and, xor and opt 6 ). card s [i.
.j](n 1 , . . . , n s ) returns TRUE iff at least i and at most j of its s arguments are TRUE. Finally, all additional constraints in VFD + are expressed as propositional formulae over P F (B(P F )). P F is the set of primitive nodes, i.e. all user-relevant nodes in the FD (see below). VFD + is expressively complete, and the aforementioned FD languages can be easily and efficiently translated into it [28] . Def. 4.1 formally presents the abstract syntax of VFD + . We insist that VFD + is not meant as a user language, but only as a formal "back-end" language used to define semantics and automating reasoning. A visual illustration of a VFD + is given in the lower part of Fig. 2 , but is only meant as an illustration of the transformations.
• N F is the set of nodes among which r F is the root; in FDs, nodes are usually meant to represent features; • P F ⊆ N F is the set of primitive nodes, i.e. the set of nodes that the modeller considers relevant. Hence, primitive nodes and leaf nodes are different concepts (although the former usually includes the latter) because P F can include intermediate nodes deemed relevant by the modeller. N F \ P F typically contains additional nodes introduced when mapping concrete or other abstract languages to V F D + (e.g. see Sect. 4.2.1 and Fig. 2 ).
• λ F : N F → card labels each node with an operator;
if (n 1 , n 2 ) ∈ DE F , n 1 is called n 2 's parent, and n 2 is one of n 1 's sons; • Φ F ⊆ B(P F ) are the additional textual constraints.
In [28] , we also give some additional well-formedness rules for FFDs. All except those related to graphical constraints also apply here, but are omitted for brevity. We just note that leaf nodes are labelled with card 0 [0. 1. The root is in: r F ∈ c 7 In [28] , Product Set was termed Product Line. We have changed the term here in order to avoid confusing PL and software variability.
The meaning of nodes is satisfied: if a node n ∈ c
has sons n 1 , . . . , n s and λ
.j](n 1 ∈ c, . . . , n s ∈ c) must evaluate to TRUE.
The configuration must satisfy all textual constraints:
∀φ ∈ Φ F , c φ, where c φ means that we replace each node name n in φ by the truth value of n ∈ c, evaluate φ and get TRUE. For instance, if φ is the B(P F ) constraint f 1 ⇒ f 2 , then c φ when (f 1 ∈ c) ⇒ (f 2 ∈ c) evaluates to TRUE 4. If s ( = r F ) is in the configuration, one of its parents n, called its justification, must be too:
From Diagrams to VFD
+ As inputs to the translation process, we have a FD (F ), an OVM (Ω) and X-links (χ) between them.
F may have been written using one of a variety of FD languages, but we do not have to assume a specific one is used: a straightforward implementation of the translations defined in [28] lets us map any of the aforementioned FD languages to VFD + . So, we only need to make Ω and χ amenable to formal reasoning by translating them to VDF + as well.
From OVM to VFD
+ Currently, OVM's abstract syntax only exists as a metamodel (see [24] ). Here, we define a formal version of it and, most importantly, describe a translation from OVM to VFD + . This gives OVM a formal semantics and makes it suitable for automated reasoning.
We consider an OVM Ω to be a tuple of the form (V P, V, V G, P arent, M in, M ax, Opt, Req, Excl) where:
• V P ( = ∅) is the set of variation points; • V ( = ∅) is the set of variants; V P ∩ V = ∅; • V G( = ∅) ⊂ P(V ) is the set of variant groups; V G partitions V ; • P arent : V ∪ V G → V P returns the parent VP under which a V (resp. VG) appears;
cardinality of a given VG; • Opt : V P → B denotes VP optionality;
the V-V, V-VP and VP-VP requires links; Excl is similar for excludes links.
Additional well-formedness rules are:
• All VPs are parent of at least one V: ∀vp ∈ V P ·∃vg ∈ V G · P arent(vg) = vp and ∀vg ∈ V G · vg = ∅.
• A VG and its Vs have the same parent: ∀vg ∈ V G, v ∈ V · v ∈ vg ⇒ P arent(v) = P arent(vg).
• Cardinalities must be well-formed:
Such an Ω can be transformed into a VFD
, by applying the linear transformation described in Algorithm 1 (see Appendix A): Vs become primitive leaf nodes (see subroutine in Algorithm 2, Appendix A) whereas VPs become primitive non-leaf nodes and VGs become non-primitive nodes. Hence, the semantic domain of an OVM is considered the set of sets of combinations of Vs and VPs 8 , i.e. PP(V ∪ V P ) = PP(P O ). The semantic function of VFD + (and also that of FFD) appears to be fully adequate. In particular, the justification rule (see Definition 4.4) turns out to be useful here too, in order to prevent Vs to be chosen when their VP is not bound. Finally, at the end of Algorithm 1, we note that requires and excludes constraints are translated to textual constraints in Φ O . An illustration of the transformation is given in Fig. 2 . 
From X-Links to VFD
+
We now have two VFD + 's: F and O, which embed the semantics of the FD and the OVM Ω respectively, but we also need a fomal representation of the X-links between them.
In Sect. 3, we considered two kinds of X-links:
• The first was used to include a feature in the software whenever a variant was chosen. It was shown as an arrow from a variant to a feature in Fig. 1 . For each feature f that is the target of one of more such arrows coming from variants v 1 to v n , the following must hold:
• The second was used to include a feature in all PL members. It was represented by colouring the border of the feature. For each such feature, this simply requires that the atomic formula f holds.
Although we believe those two types of X-links are among the most frequent, we do not think we should limit X-links to those two types; e.g., exclusion constraints could be useful too. Hence, to remain general, we consider the X-links (χ) to be a set of Boolean formulae on variants and VPs (from Ω) and primitive features (from F ), i.e. χ ⊂ B(P O ∪ P F ).
We formally relate F , O and χ by applying Algorithm 3 (see appendix A). This creates a global VFD + , G, that merges F and O under a common root and-node (card 2 [2..2] in this case), and adds χ as textual constraints in Φ G .
The semantic domain of the merged VFD + , G, is
Reasoning
Once we have VFD + s F , O and G, we have three models with well defined formal semantics. Furthermore, as these VFD + s were produced from original models that clearly separated the two kinds of variability (PL and software variability) and related them formally, we can now formally characterize checks that are of central interest to the PL stakeholders. And, we can automate the computation of those checks.
To start, we recall some basic formalisable checks about VFD + . Several of them can be performed on other types of languages as well. Benavides et al. informally review those (and other) checks in [10] in relation to FDs. We select the fundamental ones and add formal definitions.
is a basic property. It checks whether a VFD + is consistent, i.e. whether it allows for at least one configuration of primitive nodes (cf. Definition 4.2). Membership, a.k.a. product checking, is the verification that a given configuration is accepted by a VFD + , i.e. The soundness of these models can first be tested with basic checks: are they satisfiable separately? Do they have dead nodes (a symptom of over-constrained models)? Commonality (a symptom of under-constrained models)? These are well known checks for which popular techniques are discussed in [10, 4] .
With our approach, more advanced checks can be performed 9 :
C1 The crucial one is PL realizability: Are there nonrealizable PL members offered in the PL? A PL mem-
which we hope to be empty. Non-realizable PL members can, for instance, occur due to newly discovered exclusion constraints in the platform, coming from newly detected feature interactions. In Fig. 1 , {V1, V2} is detected as not being realizable. C2 Are there identical feature combinations (i.e., products) that realize two distinct PL members? This shows a risk of internal competition in the PL, since customers would take the cheapest PL member. This is expressed as (po C2' A PL member can be realized by several products, another symptom of unused flexibility of the platform: 
Tool Support
We are currently developing comprehensive tool support for variability management, including a graphical front-end supporting the editing and debugging of OVMs, FDs and Xlinks. Here, we can only focus on the reasoning capabilities offered by the tool.
VFD + to SAT
To automate checks C1 to C4', we map the checks to Boolean satisfiability problems (SAT). Our prototype uses the state-of-the-art SAT solver library SAT4J 10 , also used in [5, 9] . This SAT solver requests a Boolean formula in conjunctive normal form (CNF) and, in return, delivers all variable assignments that evaluate the input formula to true. If no such assignment exists, the formula is unsatisfiable. In [6] , Batory presents how to map a FD dialect L F F D (TREE, and∪ xor ∪ or ∪ {opt 1 }, ∅, B(N F )) to CNF. The mapping of VFD + is more complex since we generalise to DAGs and card operators.
To go from VFD + to CNF, we need to translate both the graph and the textual constraints (Φ x ). Just as Batory's, our Φ x consists of Boolean formulae for which we simply reuse a standard conversion to CNF. For the graph, we devise translation rules to apply to all nodes in N x (see Table 1 ). For each node g with parents f 1 , . . . , f m and sons h 1 , . . . , h n , a specific formula is generated depending on the operator labelling g 11 . The functions GT n,i SEQ () and LT n,j SEQ () are defined in [30] . They return optimally encoded formulae expressing that at least i (resp. at most j) out of n propositions are true.
Additionally, for each non-root node (g ∈ N x \ r x ) we generate ¬g ∨ f 1 ∨ f 2 ∨ . . . ∨ f m (justification rule). For the root (g = r x ), we just add the formula g.
If λ x (g) = . . . . . . , then generate formula: 
Solving problems
For maximizing the performance of the reasoner, our goal is to have most of the computations performed within the SAT solvers. The main challenge is thus to reduce the checks from Sect. 5 to SAT.
C1 PL realizability cannot be easily reduced to SAT:
(a) But we can enumerate all PL members po offered in O (using a SAT enumerator), and for each we check 12 po ∧ χ ∧ F using a SAT solver, where po is the CNF formula o∈po o∧ o∈P O \po ¬o. However, the number of offered PL members could be exponential. (b) A cheaper solution is possible when the X-links, χ, determine a single product per PL member. This condition is checked by the nonsatisfiability of O∧χ∧χ 1 ∧(f = f 1 ) , where χ 1 is χ in which the symbols f ∈ N F have been replaced by fresh symbols f 1 , and
Following [15] , we can then check the satisfiability of ¬(O ∧ χ ⇒ F ) . C2 Cases of internal competition will be given by a SAT solver on the formula
where all symbols in o ∈ P O have been renamed to a fresh symbol o ′ , and
C3 The commonality of realizable products can be computed by intersecting them. C4 Similarly, the dead nodes are computed as the intersection of the complement of the realizable products.
Checks C1' to C4' are treated symmetrically. 12 φ denotes the formula φ where the VFD + s occurring in it are replaced by their corresponding Boolean formulae, and where the overall formula has been put in CNF, if possible.
Evaluation
As a first step toward a comprehensive evaluation, we analysed the variability of a PBX (Private Branch Exchange) PL inspired from [22] . Fig. 3 shows the separated documentation of variability for the PBX PL. It should be noted that in contrast to the simple example from Sect. 3, this OVM also includes variants that represent product types or categories (cf. [13] ).
We applied our transformations to the PBX models to generate VFD + s and then the CNFs O , F and G . Checking the individual models did not reveal any problems. All were satisfiable and had no dead nodes. However, when testing for C1, 9 non-realizable PL members were discovered. In more detail, the following defects have been located in the models:
• The PL member {V1.3} violates the f24 requires f3
constraint. This defect can be resolved by introducing a requires dependency in the OVM from V1.3 to VP3, thus reducing the PL scope.
• The PL member {V1.2} violates the f21 requires f2 constraint. Similarly to above, a requires constraint from both V1.2 and V1.3 to VP2 could be introduced to resolve this issue.
• PL member {V1.2, V2.2} violates f8 being mandatory, as f8 should not be in the PL member when V2.1 is not bound. As a solution, the PL platform could be modified such that f9, f10 and f8 can be offered with cardinality 1..3.
It took less than a second to a low-end laptop PC to compute the results of all 8 checks C1-C4' 13 .
Conclusion and Perspectives
In this paper, we proposed a model-based technique to unambiguously document and automatically analyse variability in software product lines. The approach is characterized by a clear separation between product line variability and software variability, and by explicitly modelling of each of them as well as their interrelationships. Disambiguation is further supported by formally defined modelling languages and cross-model links. Separation and formality allow for the automation of crucial consistency checks during software product line engineering, both at early stages of development as well as during product line evolution. A crucial check, for instance, is realizability, i.e., whether the PL platform is flexible enough for realizing all PL members as envisioned by product management.
There are many directions in which this work should be extended. First, our list of consistency checks is by no means exhaustive. We will complement it with additional automated checks deemed relevant to practitioners. While some optimizations are already presented here, improving the performance of the checks is crucial too. This quest for efficiency will have to be driven by benchmarks and the study of complexity of the algorithms. Also, consistency between variability models and other product line artefacts (e.g., requirements, UML diagrams, components or test cases) is an important and challenging target for automation. Finally, an extensive industrial application and evaluation is on our agenda.
